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IHTHODUGTIOIJ

Byzentine Church Poetry

Sarly Theories About Heter:

It seems self-evident that to study Roraanos, "the melo

dious", an understanding of the meter is essential; and yet - odd

9'S it may seem - a metrical foundation for the early Greek church

poetry was not recognized by western scholars until one hundred

years ago, although the modern Greeks in practice never- lost sight

of its existence.^

Pitra was the first to make public the metrical char-

acter of this Byzantine verse, and yet even he thought that the

Byzantines themselves considered their hymns as prose. This

seems especially strange since v/e are told that it was while he

was conning over a Greek canon in St. Petersburg in 1859 and came

to red points placed at the same interval in every strophe that he

decided that this measured the number of syllables.^ Even after

Pitra s conclusions were published, we find p. Gagarin saying;
Hons croyons que les hymnographes Grecs ont e'crit en prose".

Suiaas ana other oormentators say ohuroh poetry is written "
tlamXoyrfiTtjv'j i; . , Suiaas in referring to John of
Damascus calls the canons on Ohrlsfs nativity iambic trimeter but
all others prose.® Christ in 1871 aeserved the credit for the
recognition of metrical difficulties and he gives a series of

illustration® which clarify the real state of the oase much better
than Pitra. fet, even after Christ, Sathas called the hymns a

puzzle and doubts their metrical foundation."^

I



The truth is that the Byzantines must have recognizeci.

the poetio nature of their hymns or they should never have called
/ /
^heir hymnographers: "Singers", "poets" and "Llelodists"; hut in

follov/ing the school tradition, v;here the poetic idea v;as closely

interv/oven with the idea of quantity, it never occurred to them to

call their rhythmic works verse; Piid the real question was not

investigated "because the grammarians thought that non-classical

research was "beneath them.® Por the same reason now, the truly

"beautiful hymns of the Byzantine period are unknomi except in

a limited church circle and to a fev/ German scholars.

Then, too, we can account for the ignorance about the

metrical foundation of the hyimns by its difficulty. As Christ

says. He would surpass Oedipus in sagacity and acumen who, at

iirst sight, could, see what laws of the verses of John, Gosmas,
and Iletrophanis have been set down in the hyranological Thesaurus

of Daniel. Hot even those verses which have been correctly divided

are seen to be verses of such regularity as those of Homer^s

hexameters or Ovid's elegies; so that they v/ould give the unskilled
n untrained any clue to a certain definite law,'̂

Certainly some aisousslon of the development of this
new and diifioult metrioal form, and some explanation of Its
general nature must he oomhined with a olearing-up of the new
terminology before any particular study can be made.

bf Rhytlinife^io Poetry;

i.aturally the early writers of hymns had two models —
songs of the Jews, and classical poetry. The Codex Alexandrinus

ure evidence that the psalms made up a large part of the
St century Christian songs,Parts of the New Testament suoh

W,
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^s^the Annunciation were certainly worked in; and the people

'joined only in the final Hallelujahs, Ahmens, etc., which were

called Ephymnian and which developed into the refrain which is

very conspicuous at the height of the period in which Homenos

flourished.Pliny the Younger in a letter written in the

second century gives us a clue to the antiphonal nature of

these early songs when he says; "stato die ante lucera convenire

oarmenque Christo, quasi Deo dicere secum invicem".^^ This
phase of the hymns has an obviously close parallel in the

strophe and antistrophe of the classic Greek drama.

The morning and evening songs of the Greek church which

were sung through the middle ages and are still a part of the

Service, v^ere made up almost entirely of Biblical words and

phrases. In the third century the conservative wing of the church

objected to the singing of songs^^ and it is at this time that
we find poems following classic models using chiefly Anacreontic

verse. The chief writers of this kind were; Methodius, bishop

of Tyre, who died in 311 A. !>•, Synesius, bishop of Ptolemais in
Cyrenaioa in 4.1 n a tn ^A. D. , and orregory Nazianzen, patriarch of
Constantinople from o30 and 381 A. The Aryan controversy
only served to hasten the growth of hymnography since St. John

rysostam was forced to compete with the nocturnal services
Of the Arians which the people enjoyed.

i?eal church poetry begins in the fifth century, the
S of Romanos, and reaches its height in the sixth and seventh

Q QTI"t I!! y "1 Qo • Its actual beginning is uncertain. Anatolius,

f'S'triaroh of Constantinople, may deserve credit for it.
Romanos, aocordlng to legend, is its inventor. Actually, there
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must have been many gropings in the new manner before the time

of^ ^oraanos and Sergios, his contempory.
Certainly at the time of Horaanos, the old or classical

rules of quantity have disappeared, and a meter based on accent

and rhythm is in full sw^ay. Perhaps the heretic poetry of the

third to fifth century (now almost entirely lost) has in it the
T Agerm of the new style; perhaps, the rhythmic poetry already

Existed in the unformed Greek folk-song along side the classical

quantitative poetry; or perhaps, as the difference in the long

and short syllable became lost in speech and only the accent pre

vailed, then accentual poetry developed. No study has been made

Of the heretic poetry, and none is possible either for it or the

Unformed Greek folk-song. Pitra, Stevenson and Bouvy think the

iiebraic models are responsible for the new development but they
make many reservations to their conclusions; and Krumbacher

ggests ^ this question should remain open until some settlement
is reached. 0=5 -t-r> +v, ^

xne fundaaiental facts about Hebraic-Syrian meter.

There certainly are characteristic features of Hebrew
poetry, such as the f-ro

•sequent parallelisms, short sentence members,
and old acclamations a - x

'e. g, Aotflc ) which might
support this theow

y it not for the fact that real rhythmic
of assonances and short lines certainly existed also

^n heathen writevH dv ^
i may have been the real germ, while the

Hebraic connection om^. • ^-4. +•
^^ly precipitated the change from quantitative

to accentual poetry.

Gertaxnly it is difficult to prove that rhythmio poetry
Started with thp

cnuroh and remained woven into it, because in
poetry other thn

that written for the church the school tradition
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of/quantitative meter persisted. However, it was only natural thfet

the church should he the first to break; with heathen tradition.^®

Whatever hypothesis is accepted as explaining the origin,

the fact remains that there were, in''addition to the verses depend-

J-ng on quantity, many which followed new laws of accent and the

number of syllables. Christ calls the first type metric and the

second rhythmic.These metric odes were not sung in church nor

in books of songs; and yet one can't deny that they were sung

because of the (see belov^r) prefixed to them.

The next period after Homanos finds a highly developed

hymn called the canon which reached its best form in the hands

of John of Damascus. This was the period of the iconoclastic

controversy and hence the more simple hymns such as those of

^omanos were displaced by the gravely theological, very dogmatic,
ud also very complicated canons. They are mentioned here because

y combine in their metrical organisation all the forms used
and an analysis of their nature will clear up most of

the confusing terminology.

Of

The unit of tho
ystem is the strophe or sta.nza which

IS divided into verse-
^ or Glauses with regalated caesuras. Several

P 6S make up a tro-parion.^^ pitra says each troparion
has from three to th- +

tnirty-three verses and each verse from two to
^ ^ SvlloViT •es in a continuous series, uniform^alternate^or

^®^^P^coal wiiVi +Vine meter always Byllabio and accentual." V/hether

extreme regularity can beraooepted will be discussedOr

•
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later. The individual strophes of the long songs of Roaanos,
^ergios, and Anastasios were called ockqc ^2 interesting
to note that strophes of anacreontics were called hy the same name
in the Middle Ages, and that Sophronius, the most important author

of Anacreontics, flourished at the same time as Romanes.)
p f? ^

The IContakia are hard to define because of the differ

ent meaning the term has in the "Officuim Horarum" from that in

"Liturgy" and that in the "Ordination". In the KoAou(9-^ol

(Order of service in Greek church) we find the Acta Sanctorum^^
*iefining as follows; "genus quoddam modulatum Hymni seu Cantici
Eoclesiastici ceteris simplicius, iisque brevius, quale singulis
^iebus festis proprium est." Romanes, who is the reputed inventor
Of the Zontakia,'̂ ^ usually composed them of twenty-four or more

strophes.

The tropar^ivio in honor of Mary was called a theotokion.

Was invented by John of Damascus.

tone

26

The canon was made up of nine odes joined by a common

rather than by sentiment. The word tone that we used here

translation of the Greek which might be better rendered
mOod" m-u or?

There were eight moods knov/n to the Greeks,'^' and each
by "

had s-Ppropriate one.'̂ ® Consequently the terra
itporta^t in the kontakia because each one is given a special

^t the beginning. The reason for this is that the Greeks

books printed with musical notes and they had to fix
aymns in their memories; and they would then inflect

OS

the

others oonai
^®ting of an equal number of syllables in the same way.^^^



! yPor tne sarae purpose, each ode has a standard troparium
or hirmus prefixed to it and the whole structure is built upon

this -- all the succeeding troparia will have the same number of

verses and the same syllables in each verse and the same accents

on the same or equivalent syllables.Christ s^ys'the hirmus will

(determine what is the harmony of the song; and that whatever

harmony has been defined first exists throughout. The troparia
^orm their rules through the hirmus and get their rhythm according
"to it — as a sort of decree in advance on structure, harmony and

^5 *L 32melody.' This hirmus may either form the first stanza of the

Ode, or it may be taken from some other poem. Some mark, such as
commas, usually divides it from the rest.

Another device for assisting the memory was the acrostich

Which was alphabetical in the earliest hymns, but which commonly
included the author's name at the time of Romanos e. g. " too

^xrewdu Uj^vos The device is valuable to a
student of th^ v,nymns not only in assuring authorship but also in
giving the strophe ci • - ••s o-ivision. Althouo-h it became even more compli-
oatea in some Inataneea bv b
, , " oy having all the lines in a given strophetegin With the same letter

tnat type of stunt in literature can
claim any partiom

^ -yartioular artistic value. The 3reeks Inherited
from the synagog-np'34 , 35

» ut there were also olassioal prototypes.
Usually, the aorostiW, v

sgBn in the first strophe; but Romanos
Often begins in the

The

proeraion or in the hirmus.

^Qsmlon consists of one, or possibly two or three
small strophes which Introduc

s the troparia.

%

33
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strophes consist of an equal number of syllables, From this

he jumped t^/the conclusion that the art of Byzantine poetry could
/ /

be forced into one definite lav/ in regard to the number of syll-
36ables. Christ, who published the Anthologia Craeca Oarminum

^ristianorum in collaboration with II. Paramihas in 1871, saw

®any difficulties that Pitra had not seen and gave in his Praefatio

Slid Prolegomena an admirable summary of Byzantine hymnography.

He reduced some of the many dogmatic statements of Pitra,
37Whom he criticized for juggling with the text to make it conform

to nis conclusions about the meter, to a series of general laws
for which he gave illustrations. The special conclusion of
Pitra s in regard to the number of syllables Christ claims is
not probable in itself, nor to be commended by-analogy with Latin
h,,mns, furthermore, it is actually to be proved false by some
lines fpitra pp. XZIY, Christ p. 859) where the accents are
clearly placed by the poet and do not conforai to the above stated

38rule.

CJhrist's law if summarized v/ould read as follows;

-li'oparia which have en equal number of verses use
ine ssmo

—LiS P^odus' ,

i'iien in considering the laws that govern the union and
^^ivisiQjj of 1 1 _o

lines and the correspondenoe of the members of two or

inoparia, he concludes that there is no similarity in the

— --i li^_iables. and that the long and short syllables follow
in no • 4-

- order — thus differing from classical Greek odes.

The explanation which he gives is that the songs are
made to be on

and used so that the individual syllables were
pronounoed ^ii:h variations of the voice, so that the cause for
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tlie ocGurence of an eq.ual n"u.ra"bGr of sylla,l»les must b© sought in

the nature of the measures.39

Christ insists that it is a mistake to follow one's

own judgment rather than faith in ancient writers and remove the

inequality of the feet by removing syllables or adding on to them;

for when one hears the strophes of a similar song sung, he will

continually notice that certain syllables of verses answering one

Another are stinick by a major ictus. (The books of melodies

Will show the same syllables marked with notations to give both
40

the height and the intention of the voice.) The third law

Christ states as the foundation of Byzantine poetry; namely that

froparia answering one another in certain definite places accord

"*^he accent of syllables.'^^ The fact that the accent of Greek

Words has remained unchanged even to our tiiae when accent in

other languages is prone to change is an added indication of the

continued use of the accent principle in Greek song* This rhj '̂thm
f "verse is accomplished by the ictus returnii^ at certain definite

intervals. The acute or accented syllables in Byzantine songs
to taKe the place of the long syllables. Although these

ere not so placed as to be coerced into severe laws, still
the resulting lines are more or less similar to ancient verses.
hat leads us to the fourth general law that the lines have ^

syllable_at least ^ o^ place. In many cases, all the
accents fluctuate except in one case; but even when they agree
in many places, one stands out especially. The pronounced accent
is often at the end and yet in brief melodies there was great
variety at the end.^®

. -^fter Christ's publication, Pitra's Jubilaumsgabe was
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prepared in 1868, and in it lie regretted his "niiiiia audacia" in

textual criticism with the result that he mahes many more of the

emendations to v;hich Christ had already ohjected and over which

Krumhacher becomes quite violent.There is very little real

difference between the views of lirumbacher and Christ, however.
The real points of variance is always the division into lines and
tVi 45tne method of determining it. Both are agreed that it is im

possible to follow the rules of the old poets.

Christ went over the verses with his musical Creek

-^riend and checked up such divisions as seemed to him natural and

concluded that the licenses he finds are in line with the nature

of the meter. He uses a double kind of indication of division

quite arbi;{;rarily using vertical lines one time, and marginal

indications another time.

Ilrunibacher, through close metrical analyses and compar
isons with tables showing the sense pauses and the major and minor
icti, comes to the same general conclusion as Christ when he says

. iviBion into short lines or groups of larger lines wasintentional. He uses much clearer to ^ t
earer topographical means of indicat

ing the divisions by varying
^ ^ margins; and above all he clearsnp the relation of the 1iffi .

• ^0 the big divisions by a definite
Qiethod of analysis,^

In using his method on three poems of Romanos, I have
OOiqq "t" same oonolusions that a frequently repeated- reading
Would probabi viy ave given; for certainly if the musical "feel"
alone '^Qtermiyip^ 4.,

the placing of the accent, the length of Line,
and the grouuine- n-p 1 a.q& 01 long and short lines, some musical intuition
would catch the

me feeling on repeated reading. However, the
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definite analysis seems to have every advantage in assuring the
/ /

more technica.l conclusions v/hich will he stated at the end of the

tables,

j' .' -vyft.;.I . J , ft • .; •

: 1.:':

&h;.:

'W&M

• V' :••') •• •• •

-• ••;'• '

a, !•' .!;• ••rv

•[, •

' .'i'
fci: ..•••i-A'"
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// IJOTSS TO INTRODUCTION

Urumbacher: Gesch. d. 3yz. Litt., p. 331.

Ibid.

3.

H. Stevenson: L'Hymog. de L'e'glise Oreogue, pp. 482-543

5. Ibid, pgs. 491 ff.

Christ: Proleg., p. LXXIII.

U. Sathas : lo-roptKov Jokc^iqy jrepL "Too GeacTfiou next,
-nTi V ^ 11 . r '

./ —

a eKKX,,<r.a<rT,«'c, Ta.OT«. So-^aTO. ffo-civ £Y apm
-A T-ouXdly.ff-T-oY eo^uO.. ^ r,-' " '

y xr'
fl-ov^vEiTa A^£r(ooo; eypa^ovro

V" '̂, ob<fevl} u-iv - I- n-ep.y®o
T-X <^uvr,&evrr>3 ^

9* I'rumbaoher: Gesch. d.

9,

-* j^itt. p. 332

Via/

/

°J>rist= Proleg., p.

, role sagaoitate et acumine eux-psi'sret, qul, Joannls,
^•^OSraae, rnQtro h

^ versuum, quales in Danielis Thesauro
hyninologiQQ des Gripti sunt, leges primo aspectu perspicerfet.
Ne ii quideni n •

» reotius divisi sunt, versus tanta acquabilitate

. y.'i

M
•.-m

.•'* •

iij'
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T^ri
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. Hn-ir^ri^g rm'Y

WVv;,- ,,

l^otee 3, 15, and 34 are from a review of the h v
Pitra on Greev p ^ooks of Neal andi-eek Hymnography. The review i« -hr, ^ x /]
other articip l^ound together with I

^ a fcook in the Gennadion: There i 1of the name of +>, There is no indication^. - 0. p..xicat.on .ro. U i. take.. '

-V' Ah,-.
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conspicui sunt, quanta Plomeri hexametri out Ovidii elegiae,

j jiX quae vel i iperitum et rudeni horainem certae cuiusdani legis
comraoneant."

10. Zrum'bacher; Gegch der 3yz. Litt. , p. 309 ff.

11. Zncyclopedia, p. 578;

"philo describes the Therapeutae (near Alexandria) as

composers of hymns to which the people listened until the

end facroteleutia, ephymnia), and then all joined". These

people may not have been Christians (Gibbon says not) but

this shows that the practise was common.

Pliny's Letters; 10, 96.

Sncyclopeaia. p. 578:

Eusebius v/ho preserves a fragment of Caius which refers

all psalms and odes written by the faithful brethern from

begiixnij^^g as hymning Christ, the 'Jord of God, as God.

-p

Aurelian Council, the deposing of Paul of Saraosatia
from See

Antioch was justified in a letter to Pome which

hat he had. prohibited the use of hymns by uninspired
^^Iters.

16,

HHyaioped

310 ff.
—^« P* o80j and Krumbacher; Gesch, d. Byz. Litt.,

•C'

"IJo Use w"aa made ty the Sreeke of the theoloe-ioel poetry of
St. GregoT..^ m • j 'ry Hazianzen; and the hytins of SynesiuB were not

m-



used."

./ /
16'. , Christ: Proleg., p. LXXIZ:

Before Gregory, Bahrius, a writer of fahles, although he

strictly observes metrical lav/s in writing his halting verses,

nevertheless paid this much attention to accent that he never

pierced an acute syllable in the penult place,

17. Zrumbacher: Gesch. d. Byz. Litt., p. 341 ff.

Efumbacher: Gesch. d. 3^. Litt. . p. 343.

19. Christ: Proleg., p. XXVI.

^0. As to the origin of this word the following theories are

discussed in Acta Sanct. praef.. pp. XVI and XVII:

1' Bigiaridius says it is derived from -rpoTroicoi^ or hymn
victory and that Ol -rpoVoc or the character of each

Saint are therein set forth.

^oarus says that it comes from a turning.

°^sy be because of the turning or flexing of the

2,

This

voioe
m singing or because the canonarchum turn now to

chorus and now to that or because the verses are turn
ed Slid inflected after the mode of the Hirraus.

Prol^,, LXVIII says it is a diminutive form

poTros and refers to a certain "modus" of song.

2ay^ed;

SS» phrig

Of

81. E

The

T-/

p. 580.

£^oi
p. LVVII:

^^igin Of th
building.

e word suggests a parallel with a part of a



Goarus is quoted in Acta Sanct .^11 and XVIII as saying
•?

that /the olkos is a hind of hymn made to praise God or

a saint -- made like a structure or "building v/hose virtue

is to glorify.

25. Ha"bertus is quoted in Acta Sanctorum as giving the etymology

from MrovT2)3 , a brief thing. Ligurdius says it comes

from the v/ord for javelin f i\ovTa,^ ). Christ in Proleg. ,

p. LXVI prefers this etymology and interprets it as meaning

missiles sent from the mind of a poet, (by analogy with

Pindar 01. II, 97 where songs are compared to arrows).

24, Acta. Sanct., Praef. pp. XVII and XVIII.

25. Sophocles: Byz. Diet., quoting Ilenaea - Oct. I;

T'r] aurq a(rL.c)u iraTpos

t|ju,u3v Tuui^o-y^ou -rod TroLYj-rcd twv noVTaxCuiV.
£.?voiu TO ^^^(903 TLxjy/ Lm cxutou

I Oyuue^uj'v' HoyrcM'i Lu)v uirsp tol
S G

'^^I'ist Proleg., p. LXI.

27,
Sanct.. praef., pp. :IV and XVI; Sophocles: Byz. Diet.:

four authentic moods were first called by musicians

"principales recti" and include:
VSxOS TTjou^T'oS

S£UT6(00S
TpCToS T ^

Th. oth " -TfT-apT-oi S
four, the plagal moods were oalled "obliqui

^iid included: ttA, cl 3 irA. (3'. [bapUS'̂



A good discussion fmusioaL ) of these moods will he

found in pole: philosophy of l:usic, London, 1895, Chapter IX.

28. Sophocles: Diet.*"Q e/tT/aTCLKTos OV

ixopiCLKr^ "Tca otvTLTcx(r^<x. .

29. Acta. Sanct. Praef., pp. XV and XVI.

30. A more detailed discussion of this general principle with

exceptions to it is given helow.

31. Christ: Proleg., p. LX.

Of. Zonaras as quoted by Christ from Comment Canonum

Joannis: ^e,v ouv ct^jj^ovuC^ Tis '̂trTo
ev rocTfiVec. kvd^&foou tb

?o -jpi(ryU£\rij Tivl k<xl iratriM lT£f>^
•X^ckC^o^byt). mt/s apyuQvCa irroouipia'Ljue\rTq tl i<<At
^YVuiG-^eyrj , rrpouTra i<SLTAL rrpos
Tporr^^iov ava ^/^et-ocl . otoyBL V^o—
"rpoTT-cx^^:i^^ etn-J: KolI ™ Tr""

cT.i, -r<,a c' ^5 Koivow'̂ snxo po&^ '̂-'̂ e-ra.l.
^po.- aoTov ujs Trpo£oiro<r.,v'/^a. (TWVT-c«<M.e'f'*''-

• The origin of the tera is difficult. Christ; Proleg.,
P- U gives the following explanations:
1. Connected with latin 'traotus' "because it is drawn out

like Halleluiah. This is unlikely since they were not

drawn out but were given to show individual modulations
of the voice.

2. Referrine to sohollast on Pindar Hera. li, 2 the etymology

of rhapeodist is explained by its connection with
fo point out the words of Homer... OG (Ts <^cs^\v ^ oiroTfi



p SL^f^LU Tiv t- i<o(c TTw^aTT^v^^cr/ow^
TTci I&IV^ £)S. fiV d U OY'OY fO 3 ," *

j /'Jhatever the etymology, it is certain that the word
anciently signified modulation and was afterwards trans

ferred to songs accomodated to that modulation.

S3. ?or fuller information on the acrostich see ilrumbacher:

Die Akrostichis in der Griechischen Zirchenpoesie, and

Z. 'IIeyh: Die Akrostichies in der Byzantinischen Zanonesdichtung,

34. Sjlc 3

^5. Zrumhacher: Geach de 3yz. Litt., pp. 338 ff.

"Diese Zunstelie zuerst in der Orakellitleratur

2ur Anwendung gekommen. 'vYenigstens scheint das alteste Beispiel

einer erhaltenen Akrostichis in den urn das Jahr 200 V. Chr.

^^gefaesten sihyllinischen Orakeln vorzuliegen."
algo gives an example in De Divin. , II» 54; Q. EIJUIVS

Chrig-t -o
' ^sefatio. p. IV:

"ill
enim, cum strohis eorumque oolis ex codicum fide divisis

^QU-los, singulis strophis eorumque oolis ex oodioum
fide d itr• ...

versiculos, singulis strophis sibi invioem

sponderent, pari syllabarum numero constare reote intellexisset,
^®^i Syllabarum legs art era "byzantinorum poctarura ooerceri

For critiQi sm of pitra's method of forcing verses to the norm



see Christ, Proleg., p. LXXV ff.

57, Ibid:/
M - /

"ContinuG librum (Pltra de hymnographia ecclesiae graeoae)

a oollega humanissimo mihi comniodatiira perscrutatus cum simmo

gaudio intellexi, lineoias a me ad separandos versiculos

positas n-on mode auctoriate viri Litterariim byaantinariim

inter paucos perili sed etiarn, id quod multo plus valet,

fide vetustissimarum membranaru,m comprobari atque confirmari;

cum enim in illis singula cola punotis distinota essent, ia,m

certo et comprobato fundamento indagatio numerorum niti vi-

debatur. Tantum auteia abera.t, ut Pitra, quamvis eqregiis

subsid-iis adiutus eseet, artem poetarum ecclesiasticorum

plane perspiceret ut mihi iam ante librum eius perlectura

certae cuiusdam rei suspicio subnata esset, quam virura

1^001 issimurn fugisse non possum non rnirari."

Ohrist, Preefatlo. p. y.

Eroleg., L

^0. Ibi(3_,

41. rm.

"The

LXXV" ff.

P- bXXVii.

» P- LXX2:

law was propounded in a prosody by a
Byzantine grammarian (erroneously given the title ^TheodorusM :
"If orip •vvieiieg to compose a canon, first it is necessary to

the hirmus, and then to bring in the troparia of an equal
number ri-p

Syllables, keeping the SBrae tone as a guard". The
Pyzantirifa ts, •^niters followed the same plan even in political
verses and ^do not put an acute syllable in two or more places
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of the verse. Latin writers of the Lliddle Ages used the

!TjLlQ of acoent when quantit;;, of syllable had been neglected."

42. Ibid., p. LXXXYIII.

45. Ibid., p. LXXXIX.

wor scheues possible see p. ZCI

It is worth noticing that the classical dreelc v/ri ters, too,

kept the chief accent away from the first of line e. g.

Dactyllic Hexameter of Latin and the Sapphic verse in CJreek.

44. Zrumbacher: Studien. p. 74 fi.

After stating that emendations are bad for colloquial

usage v/hen there is no paleographical nor editorial basis

for them, he makes fp. 76) a careful study of line thirteen

of the hirmus to Zeusche Joseph III and Petri Verleugnung

and concludes that it would be difficult to think of an

emeiidator who made changes according to speech or sense
Without a oonsideratlon of meter, and also unthinkable

ohaagad the verse as often as in above example always
BO that he either dropped or added a eyllable. The alter-
native of a

copyist who, in order to makethe meter regular left i-i- •
' ^^^egular is equally absurd.

p. 86:

that Pitra's conjectures in regard to long lines
division were inJ-n every case responsible for a seeming dis-

oy show that he has a bad basis for raetrioal study,

p. 86;

"Diese Arbpif /n
Eeusche Joseph III von Pitra) ist in

ux

F



ihrer absoluten llangelhaftiglceit ein wahres Ratsel, und

ist eln Gluck f-ar Pitras "amen, dase sie naJiezu mit

Aussohluss der Oeffentlichkeit publiziert worden ist", etc.

45. Zrumtacher: Studien, p. 87:

During the time that useful marks were put in all manu

scripts for the division of short lines (although this,

too, was failty) there was no trace of graphic indication

to point out other strophe divisions.

Ohrist: Proleg., p* LXXIV: (translated)

In the manuscripts the individual strophes are commonly so

divided that a new strophe is beg"un on a new line and with a

larger initial letter which is not rarely painted red. In

order that they may divide the individual cola of strophes, the

secretaries of the manuscripts placed after each colum a

point or gold star which Pitra in his Hymnographie (p 12)
says was put even in Codex Llosquensi. This custom (kept
from Old editors) of interjeoting a point, more recent

hate so changed that they put ooanias in place of
periode. Although I know of no hook In which the divisions

a have been clearly omittecL, still there are often
Some manuscriots thD+hat make the cola division in one place
and others in another.

46. Chris +* 'Dv.r.ion.to-, -ro]^., p.

cause whereas Pindar and the rest often joined two cola
&continued work, they never abused this cola by a

lioense at tne end of a period; but the Byzantine Poets
ry rarely end a word at the end of the colum. So that

r



an ended word is very slight proof of the end of a verse
/ /
/or period.

47. Christ: proleg.. p. SCI ff:

That is, that in the middle verses, the oola end v/ith

short final phrases; and in the last, there is no

ohstaole to keep from putting four instead of three

syllables fsince they used greater flexibility of

voice there").

48. I have changed the indentations so the lines which are

in the same metrical group come almost under the first

line of the group. This has the advantage of packing the

poets parallel language in the smaller divisions stand

out. Observe this expecially in the "Judas" as printed

on page sixteen.

^9- ilrumbacher: Studien, p. 334.
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Verse 7, ^ ^ (5 syllables, scheme d)

Verse 8. ^ (6 syllables, scheme e)

Verse 9. ^ (7 syllables, scheme f)

Verse 10, ^ (5 syllables, scheme d)

Verse 11. ^ ^ (6 syllables, scheme e)

Verse 13. I ^ (5 syllables, scheme g)

Verse 13. ^ ^ (6 syllables, scheme e)
Verse 14, ' H syllables, scheme d)

Verse 15. ' (5 syllables, scheme d)

Verse 16. ' syllables, scheme h)
Verse 17. ' H. (8 syllables, scheme h)

"^erse 18. ^ Z. (7 syllables, scheme i)
Verse 19. * tL sylle.bles, scheme j)

^©rse 30.( _ ^ (5 syllables, scheme J.)
' ^ ^ (7 syllables, scheme k)

It is^i't quite enough to visualize this rhymic scheme,
more detailed information is necessaxy before drawing conclusion^;

^•^<1 for reference I give the following line by line analysis,
2; sixth syllable is invariably accented; and since the

following two/,TOre invariably unaccented, it seems to have
^een the major ictus. ^ ^ ^ j.
There are only six exceptions to the accent of the first
syllable and since it is with but one exception always
followed by an unaccented syllable, that leaves it the
secondary accent; while the middle of the line is but
®Tightly more flexible with an accented syllable which has
®®ven exceptions.

hiiie 3. The last syllable has no exception {tx/vt in 0' disregarded)
third syllable has three exceptions, two of which are

^^enticai since this line is repeated in la' and »9' .
whe syllable has a faint accent with only nine verses<,^^0 it is unaccented; although some of the accents,as in
Of, article.

the first syllable in the first verse.
Line 4: This ^

and si + syllable line has an unvarying accent on the first
nine v syllables. The fourth syllable is not accented in®^®®3^and that makes a slight variation in the unaccent-

ItHL, •
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ed third which takes the accent in five instances. In
spite of a slightly surer accent on the first syllable of
this line, this rhythm corresponds to line two and assures
the sixth as the major accent.

onda u bTi-d l<-/
The major accent is undioputodly on the fifth of the six
syllables in this line. Strophe Ky' has an extra short
syllable in it and this could perhaps with proper manuscript
evidence be emended by a simple change of ^rrdivrcuv' to
TrrfTvTUJv' , If there is no authority for this, it might
well be true that this is a sample of poetic license. There
is no real offense to rhythmic regularity. The minor ictus
that falls on the second syllable has only two exceptions
and the middle of the line is only slightly more variable.

Line 6: The only difference in this and the preceding line is the
slightly more pronounced tendency to accent the first syllable
and the increased regularity of the third and fourth syllables.

Line 7:

Line 8:

Line 9:

Line 10;

Line H;

Line 13:

Line 13:

Line 14:

Line 15:

The only syllables at all variable is the third; the two
accented syllables are very uniform, the only exception in
either being in strophe where the yap that follows would
force some accent on the last syllables of YjKou^
This very reg-ular line varies only in the third syllable.

An unvarying accent on the major ictus and only three verses
with unaccented second syllables leave the middle of the line
slightly variable .

More variable than verse seven in that the second syllable
accent in three strophes, this line is

thi^rtyiiabie® intthe occasional stressing of the
This line is

from it^since^by'̂ ^) joW o^viously%e separate
in the same scheme as life niakes a complete line
is of the correct length with +h' entire strophe
balances line eight with tho n ! ^^ivision. This lineonly five exceptions to the accent the major one and
ictus, first syllable having a minor

this short line has a tef^ ^i^st and last syllables,
to put a minor acfLt strophes (about half)

the middle syllables, too.

^0 vafiationf if +h^®? and eleven the scheme here has
of the first three. syllables but some in each
Thig has thft
®yllablea e®"®^^! scheme as line ten only the eeconda marked accent, <l^ite often (in seven strophes) to get

Strophe <5"^ ia h
the omission o-p could easily be emended by

license wf U if we did not know that8 very frequent. More important is the very

ii
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decided tendency to omit the minor ictus on the second syllable
(eight strophes of eighteen have no accent there). The major
ictus is invariable.

Line 16: This long line has two syllables, the fourth and the ei^th,
which are accented without exception. There are five or six
attempts to put an emphasis on the first and second syllables,
tooj but not enough to justify placing a minor ictus there.

Line 17: This corresponds to the general scheme of the above; but it
has a minor ictus on syllable two that is much more pronounced
(has only six exceptions). Also, the accent on the fourth
syllable has four exceptions here indicating that it is not
as important as the last syllable ictus.

Line 18; This seven syllable line has no counterpart. The accent falls
always.on the third and sixth syllable; with a few strophes
laying stress on the first syllable^

19: An invariable major ictus, and a minor ictus on the third
syllable which has but four exceptions make this line sound
quite regular although the unaccented syllables are frequently
accented and there are three lines with an incorrect number
of syllables (although even they have the next to the last

1 j i__

Refrain:

ui ByxxauxBB vaxrnougn even Tiaey nave uxie ncAo uu vnc

foot accented). Strophe seems to omit an unaccented
syllable just before the major ictus ( ^ Jl r.)'

£* seems syncopated at the start ( ~ fL
while 1(3''adds a syllable and seems to Have this scheme:
\ \ TJf ^« + -5/->-na ar« t). If emendations are being
considered t^he cov might be~dropped from the cruv*|K<*''̂
^'0' ; and tKcTT^ae^rrrcw in e' might become d<rT-epoCTrT«v

. The latter is an especially violent change, but
an(^+ ^ more so than some of PitlTa* s suggestions asquoted by Krumbacher. vi.a d

V-

plnted in two peste since fee
seven, ten and fiftsp^ corresponding to lines
line left, fifteen, and there is still a seven syllable

^ general conclusions that this detailed

to H ^otore prooeding to tbet. It lo north obUo
them the sense pauses in this poem^and by comparingith the rhythmic scheme arrive at not only a line-division with
in the strophe bn+ oi
_ , ' large divisions consisting of groups
®f lines.

Xtin marking these sense pauses, there should be a dis
tinction between nriwomary and secondary pauses; but this so often
spends on a very arhi+-r. -u..

trary subjective decision in regard to the
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sense that all are marked alike in the table below:

Sense Pauses in the Christmas Hymn

Verse No. 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 14 15 16 17 18 19 30
Strophe X " X

the

idual

XXX
X X X X

XXX
X X

16 4 334205416 5 6 5

X X

X X

X X

4 15 8 1 18

The real value of the table of sense pauses and the
®^etricai scheme lies in its contributing evidence for division into

memh

cola"; for the troparia were rarely composed of indiv-
ers but of groups of two or three; and it is over this

the

^^at there has been discussion.

It will readily be seen in glancing at the frequency

00 8 at

ooourenoe of the eense pauae that there are many more inetah'
the °l08e of lines six. thirteen, and twenty than anywhere

else, jTg
in frequency come lines two, fonr, nine, and seventeen.

If we groun +v
metrical scheme according to the sense pauses we

liave:

• "0khi
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>u^

•imm.MLuji:aaB«a!epg*Wi*W<P su;.

JlQ^

a b (14 syllables)

a b (" )

c c (13 syllables) 40 syllables

d e f (18 syllables)

d e g e (33 ) 40 syllables

d d h h (36 "

(15 " )

This ttiakes such, a reasonable division of the meter that it seems

Safe -{jQ print the strophes with indentations representing these

^ivieione. So much of the oc' strophe is gone that it is impos^ble
5

tell whether it was the hirmus or not from the text at hand, so

strophe is given below with the correction of line division
(mentioned in the analysis of line eleven)^and the typographical
device of indentations which helps in conceiving the rhythmic parallels
and grouping better than straight printingi^

Otl^ ccttXu>s

)

41 syllatles

y-c |̂0 eujjuL
^—OU . -reK'vov <r*,^ Tei<vov cocr rrAoi y-\ vov

Ot»K^ "yuAou^^u/
ToO y^AanTos

OfA/l UTTEfO i-ni\/TUJV OLTTtXYTUUV

<^yuJ cTu(TUJ-rrCu ^ g.

ETToCrjcms JJUE
oAou -rou ysYOu^ jl/uju

yap £)i^£L
olKou^vyy

crKETTy^v/ ti^pia-rc/^Lc^Vj
T~e<-;)^os K<x\ crrrjp/yjuLC^



^unTfTwri

>-r* c ^OpLMCTlV
Ol^ ll^Av^©'£.Vrg.s

~rau TrrtpotcTercrou Tp>uCpr]S •
S.rri'T^Eijjav ocuTous* itot£.

^ cu(rQr^\Y Toudej
<Il £yU-OU bl-L £T*E^(9t|S

TTctLcT^OV y{.QVj
o TTpo a^uJYLUY (5-eas,

Mary at the Cross:

In making the same tj'"pe of study for "Mary at the

Cro8B"_,we find by comparative analysis of the lines the following
'^strical scheme for a Hirmus which we do not have given in this
•text,"^

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

Verse

I. _

3. _

3, __

4, __

5, __

6, ^

7,

8,

9,

10, '

II. _
13. _

13. _
U.

Is, '

16,

17, _

18, '

/•y

#<•

I*.*

-7.

(6 syllables, scheme a)

(6 syllables, scheme a)
^ ( 7 syllables, scheme b)

^ (8 syllables, scheme c)

(4 syllables, scheme d)
^ ( 7 syllables, scheme b)

( 5 syllables, scheme e)
( 6 syllables, scheme f)

*" ( 7 syllables, scheme b)

( 6 syllable, scheme g)
^ (6 syllables, scheme a)

^ H (7 syllables, scheme b)
^ (6 syllables, scheme a)-

_ ^ (7 syllables, scheme b)
(5 syllables, scheme e)

(6 syllables, scheme a)

^ (6 syllables, scheme a)

(6 syllables, scheme f) .
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Verse 19.

Verse 20.

Verse 21.

^ syllables, scheme b)

* (7 syllables, scheme h)

(7 syllables, scheme h)

Line 1,

Line 2,

Line 3.

Line 4,

Line 5.

Line 6.

Line 7,

The detailed line analysis dio^vs:

There are no strophes which fail to give this line two
accents. The fourth syllable is stressed about one half
the time and unstressed one-half the time,

C strophe and strophe each have hypermetic lines which
seem to have increased the verse by anacrusis. If it were
classical verse we should say that the one begins with an
anapaest instead of an iambic foot and the other with a
dactye instead of an iambus. It would be easy here to
imagine the first tv;o syllables of each of these lines r\an
together by the singer.® We have a scheme exactly equivalent
to line one even to the frequent stress on the fourth
syllable.

A remarkably uniform line of seven syllables. The first is
stressed eight times and unstressed nine times, the rest are
practically invariable.

There are two major icti here that never vary; but the fifth
syllable is almost as apt to go iinstressed as not. The fir At
syllable has a still weaker stress, -iq' strophe leaves off
the first commonly stressed syllable. (One could supply an
explanatory (h here).

This short line varies the first syllable eight times and
must have given it some slight stress.

The frequently accented first syllable seems to be a minor
ictus to the two major ones that never vary. Weaker still
is the tendency to stress the fifth syllable (six strophes
CLO 3 O e y

A minor iotue on the first syllable and a major one on the

aS^f^ve exoeotforfthis'regSlL°nS!mere are live exceptions to ohe secondary accent.

Line 8. The primary ictus never varies tha
the first svllable ha a h. secondary accent onthi third Tyii^b"! »

in the\lddle"of"the^linp^° Eoet uniform syllables
one exception each. There
first syllable to start wlth^ examples of a stressed

Line 10. Very regularly rer
at the end of thi funstressed syllables
first of the line ^^ne, and a secoridary accent at theine (with six exceptions) are quite typical
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and provide a schecie but eliglitly different from tbat of
lines one and two.

I^ine 11. Repeating the scheme first used with six strophes stressing
the fourth syllable this verse also corresponds in its
variable first syllable.

I'ine IS, This is equivalent to lines three and nine but has
tendencies than they toward stressing the first and fifth
with a minor accent.

✓

Line 13, This line corresponds to the first scheme. ^ strophe has
a hypermetric line with an added stressed syllable at the
start,

Line 14. This varies not at all from line six even to the secondary
accent on the first syllable. Strophe ex.' lacks the two
last syllables.

Line 15. A duplicate to line seven.

Line 16. The first syllable varies more here than in lines one and
two; otherwise, they are identical.

Line 17, The fourth syllable here as in line one is often stressed.
The major icti remain the same.

Line 18. This may be classed as equivalent to line ®Lght although
there are no variations here from a stressed third as
as fifth syllable, (only one exception to an accented
syllable).

Line 19, This departs from scheme b _^?|able^^
is the one without variation and the fifth syllable
frequently stressed.

20. Aseven syllable line with the major lot1 on the third and
fifth and a minor accent on the first.

^®frs,iii. Repeats the scheme of twenty.

To compare the metrical schemes with sense pauses will
Siv© divisions within the strophe.

Sense Pause Table to "Mary at the Cross"

Verse No a a fi"'7^8'T'lO 11 13 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 30 31
-Stl^rophe' ~~nr" X T" l_ X XXX X X^ Y ~ir X XXX X
V-7 = X~ir~X X_



Sense Pause Table to "Mary at the Cross"(continued)
Verse Wo.ZLAAAlTIIO-^-g^^

Snzzz
j<L

n

4: !!

•K-
V

""

XXX XX
'X X X X XXX

X X

X XX X

TIT X X X X
X

"X X
X X

"X X X
X
x'X X

'X X

ITTZl

X

x'
X

X

X x""x X X
X X XX X L
XT X X X X .JL

X X

X X

XXX
irir"x X X

ITY^ X X ^ Y X__x
—X—X ry -j^Y

I. and twenty-one receive the pause most frequently,^Ines seven, fifteen, and +--r.
-,.00 three five, ten, twelve, seventeen,^•hd next in order are line > itifullv

61 . 9 -The iretrioal scheme adjusts Itself beautiful yEighteen, nineteen. .me

^0 this division: a a b 19 syllables
, d 12 syllables 43 syllables
fee 13 syllables

f b g

a b

a b e

a a

f

b

h h

19 syllables

13 syllables

18 syllables

12 syllables

0 syllables

7 syllables

14 syllat'i®®

50 syllables

35 syllables

^ -iU

'^1
s

-«.v|

U;r
•Ir
ft
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The cL strophe has some departures from the general scheme;

the last strophe of the hymn can he printed with the indentations
^0 correspond to the sense pauses and the metrical scheme;

Trjs Trc\p<9'£V'c>i>'
Sf£ Trjs Trc\p©£vou
KoTl too fiocrjj^ou iroiTjTcf^.

^oV TO iraG-os j crov to

nrns o~oCji^s

Xu stlgtchto^o q r^s

syevoo ,Ko^t 0

i'(on:y]'̂ CuoTcis tXQciv
civ&^ujTrov cr&cro«^h-

Z.U T(is
V yjfDas ujs, (XJU.VOS •tv•nA

2.5 '̂ Auras ve^pwcms ^
rrj cr(p<^T§ Zimjp
'ia-Lua-A'i rravras.

£1, gv TW II

Kocl 1/ -rui u-h TTaOTl '̂* '̂
20 ft- ^n'

Z:!/ Troipe<rxe^ T
rrcpprjcrtW '

c3 leal



JudasI

"Judas lias longer and more complicated lines but a comparative
analysis yields the following scheme

.10

I^ine 1,

Line 2.

Line 3•

Line 4,

Line 5«

Line 6. ^

Line 7. ^

Line 8.

Line 9»(

Line 10.

Line 11, ^

Line 13,

Line 13.

^®frain 1

^®^rain 2 _
^®^rain 3
^®^rain 4

^ ^ (9 syllables, scheme a)
^ (11 syllables, scheme b)

^ ^ (10 syllables, scheme o)
^ ^ (9 syllables, scheme d)

^ ^ (9 syllables, scheme d)

(Jll ' (-11 SL syllables, scheme e)
' (11 (11 ^ syllables, scheme e)

, f (10 syllables, scheme c)

^ (7 syllables, scheme f)
(7 syllables, scheme f)

^ (7 syllables, scheme f)
syllables, scheme g)

' ^ (8 syllables, scheme h)
• 7" (9 syllables, scheme a)

^ (4 syllables, scheme i)
(8 syllables, scheme j)
(8 syllables, scheme j)

/• •j.'fi-A'f ftf;#!u
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Conclusions To Mejrrical Study

There has been sonie advantage in v/orking without a hirmus

Vindication for these three poems, in th?t the analysis ceases to be

concerned primarily with irregularities in the departures from the

^irmus, and concerns itself only with the comparison of the accent

^9-11 in corresponding lines. This is, after all, the important

•Question since Meyer had recognized in 1884 that the hirmus could

chano-ed by its use in a new poem; and it was the variation of
11

Verse in the same poem th®.% needed study.

In regard to this variation, we find that in the three
J^oems analysed here there is in every line at least one syj^La^

^Ich receives an unvarying accent in the corresponding line_M

^rv stronhe. This principle has enough exceptions to make it

Similar to the rule about the fifth foot of a dactyllic hexameter

^Vne in Latin, e.g. line thirteen in "Judas" has a major ictus

the last syllable which appears in all but the iG strophe; and
the "Christmas Hymn", line seventeen instead of having the

^^at syllable in strophe stressed with two unstressed preced-

it has reversed that group to a ^ scheme. Line t^^elve

the same hymn has no one syllable that unfailingly gets the
^^cent. The general principle holds good however, ( Compare with
^^^ist»s final law, Prolegomena p. LXXXIX ) and it never fails in
^^ary at the Cross",

Christ says that -lluotuatg^^^^

ease;^and our study shows this true in twelve of the nlne-
lines of the "OhristBae Hymn"; in all but two of the verses of

^^8, and in fourteen of the twenty lines of "Mary at the Cross".
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There is a •pronounced tendency to hiive the unvarying ictus

toward the end of the line» In the "Christmas Hymn", verse seven

is the only one of ;vhich this is not true, and here the third from

the last syllable is accented in all but one strophe. "Mary at the

Cross" shows a great preference for the major accent on the next

to the last syllable, and only one line (nineteen ) fails to

have a major accent on one of the three last syllables. "Judas"

is still more striking in this re^^pect; for , except for the irreg

ular thirteenth line (see its analysis), there is the interesting

Case of the first eight lines all having a stress that knows no

exception on the third from the last syllable , while the next

^our have it on the next to the last syllable.

This fact emphasizes the chant nature of the hymns, and it

is easy to imagine tha^the "voice of the singer, which hardly

clianges in the delicacy of stress at the first of the line, here
13

begins to be modulated."

In analyzing the first and central parts of the lines

'^here the flexibility occurs, frequent mention was made in the

detailed line analysis of the interchange of Z i2L- 1 *

^ ' for ^ and vice versa.This is quite in accord v^ith

^hantitative poetry which permits the substitution of iambus for
•L4

^^ochee, anapaest for dactyl^and vice versa. The fifatt two

®^llables of verse nine in "Judas" are a good illustration of

frequently changed to \ The parallel with classical

^se can be farther draTO by observing that there is one place

line where the substitution is not permitted in both types

J*oetry, as indicated in the discussion of the invariable

lotus.

;• •>» •

I '.1

. . t 1
I
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Concerning the hypermetric lines, we have already mention

ed in the Introduction a variety of opinions. Bitra insisted on

such an adherence to definite law that he emended the text to make

•^tie number of syllables come out right. With no manuscript at hand

such a process has sometimes seemed easy, as the suggested emendations

in the analyses of lines five and nineteen of the "Christmas Hymn"

show. This method, however, is dangerous when there is manuscript

®-uthority against the change; and it becomes impossible to indulge
15

in it seriously with no indication of manuscript readings.
16

Meyer calls attention to the preponderance of such

^ords as ^ju,u)V^rfjuLTv ŷjjxSs or in the place where the
shortening takes place. That has not been true in this study; but

•Li is very noticeable that is the extra syllable in ten of the
17

Eighteen hypermetric lines. In all but one of these cases it is

S^Lso the first syllable. Its combination with a ivord beginning

'^^ith a vowel (usually short- frequently ou ) is also noteworthy,

e.g.; "Judas" Ital ou\<
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".Judas5 d 5: rov ev aarS errLKoi0Y{yu.£\/ov/;
"Judasy Tj'8: Tf^ i^i6iBsa~iv irepu -T"ot TrXcCo-yaxxTtA
"Judasy cruy)^u)^y^(r£L lus Stos ^

"Christmas? Ky'5: C\XX^ UTTSfo tujv aTrcXvTUJV
"Christams? d^ 15: y| t"*3 T'&i'iou (TCA ^
"Christmas? 1(3'̂ 19: cruv^H olts otl
"Mary at the Cross? a" 3: t) Sblu^ouo^c/^
"Mary at the Cross", b' 13: iVCK ^CL^tMCTiV OfyUxO^.

Christ explains the geners.l problem of extra syllables by

Saying that the verses were increased by anacrusis — beginning the

lines now with iambic and now with anapaestic feet. This theory

has much support in the above examples; for there are only two cases

where it presents difficulties. In "Mary at the Cross", is.';

the KotX eyX/ at the start seemingly fits; but unless we count the

last syllable the extra one, our general principle of the unvarying

accent is broken. This objection is not insurmountable since we

have already shown some exceptions to that principle. Line six of

strophe of "Judas" seems to have its extra syllable in the middle

With the HcJtt e iT'errXYi<rcATa combination.

Not only has this explanation the advantage of precedent in

Classic poetry; but it appeals strongly to the musical purpose of the

hymns; for it is a well known musical principle that a few grace notes
Cr extra notes may be put at the beginning of a hymn with no offense

^0 the regularity of the rhythm at all. Nor is- it necessary to assume

^hat a sort of elision took place by having the voice of the singer

*Un these syllables together. They could be pronounced quite distinct-

1

M'!
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All of these conclusions about the chsiracter of Romanos'
' I

Qieter point definitely to this same musical nature. The repetition

of rhythm in definite lines is necessary and natural in a song^where-

as it is difficult and unnatural in poetry which forms its meter by

an exact recurrence of beat in successive lines. The lines in the

strophes of Byzantine hymns that answer lines in other strophes and

other lines in the same strophe give much the effect of counterpoint

With interwoven melodies appearing and reappearing. The regular

last syllables gives us the chant feeling and the extra syllables

at the first as well as the flexible middle of the line are quite

in sympathy with the rules for singing. We can, then, reduce all

Our conclusions to the main principle that the poet followed a "musi-.

£ai feel" that alone determined the placing of the accent, the length

18
lii^e and the grouping of the long and short lines.

It seems perfectly true, also, that there was no levels: of

"Variety nor yet of precision. The correspondence of sense pause and

19
Metrical scheme is satisfying but far from arbitrary.'

Christ makes the statement that one certain kind of rhythm

20
hever prevails and impresses its form on the rest of the poem,

^liis is true; and yet the "Judas" hymn offers an interesting illus«

^^ation of a poem that almost does that, A reading of the poem gives

a decided dactyllic line effect; and an analysis reveals the

scheme for the close of the first eight lines without inter

ruption, and even after this has changed in lines nine to thirteen

a / scheme, we return in the refrain to the close.

It is hardly fair to use the terminology of classic quan-

^^"tative poetry in regard to this rhythmic verse; and yet they are
all their differences not unalike. The lyrics of the classic
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Greek poetry had strophes of unequal length, permitted suhstltutions

of one foot for another, at the beginning of the line, and had often

an unvarying foot at the end of the line. Romanes has sometimes

V 31
Oeen cs-lled the Pindar of the Christian poets and this implies

metrical analogies that would make an interesting study in themselves.

Christ claims that he studied the Byzantine poets because their meter

showed no great departure from the classic poetsj'and"the cola

divisions" he thinks,'are sufficiently similar to ancient verses that

all the lines of lyric and dramatic poets might be fitted to byzantine
prt

meter."

The connection between the form of Byzantine poetry and

Mediaeval Latin would also make a research problem in itself for we

know that the Middle Ages recognized the similarity in Greek ecclesias-

"tical poetry and Latin prose when they mixed the name of 'tropus* and

that of 'praise', and when in the life of Cypn'an, S. Caesar ;joined

^atin prose a,nd Greek song.^^ We also learn that the Latin writers

®f the Middle Ages used the rule of accent when the quantity of the

syllable had been neglected.

English verse has, of course, used accent as its basis;

s-hd the so called 'free verse' of modern times is built on a phrase

Rhythm that has in spite of the modern poet's claim that he is; get-

^ihg away from iambics and dactyls a strong metrical beat. The

^halogy of such verse with the accentual verses of the Byzantines wh,»cVv
^9.ve a strong rhythm of phrase (as indicated in the analysis of

®ehse pauses), and which use rhythmic schemes that produce the

®ff©ct of quantitative feet would again be tempting as a study. A

Comparison of the two based on no detailed study would seem to show

^ decided similarity in idea but a much greater observance of laws

the case of the Byzantine poets.

L"'
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No matter how far any comparison is carried, one always

comes bach to the fact that Romanes has created a new poetry with

principles unto itself. These general principles we have already

25
summarized.

The statement that he created them may not be historically

a.ccurate; but certainly he is their first and greatest exponent. 26

The anonymous hymns of the fifth and sixth centuries recently publish-
P 7

ed by Paul Maas show the same general characteristics, and one of

them "To the Holy Father" is stylistically and metrically very similar

to Romanos. In fact, Fitra ascribed it to Romanos, but his authorship

is unlikely because of the lack of name in the acrostich, and the

J^eference to Mary as tutelary divinity of Constantinople, It is more

likely a hymn that belongs to the period of "Kontakion-resurrection"
38

or hjrmns written after the manner of Romanos. There are similar

Relationships with Kontakla of an older period; e, g. the Lazarus

hymn of Kyriakos.^^ The latter has neither the precision nor the

ease and flexibility of Romanos' meter. The hymn of Justinian that

Christ gives in his Anthology^^ as a sample of Antiphonal music is
•^00 short for any valuable .comparisons but it seems to have the same

general character,

Synesius^to whom Christ gives first place in his Anthology_,

ie really a pagan philosopher who wrote of theological and philosoph
ical disputations, and his hymns were never received in the ecclesias

tical odes. He uses Anacreontic measure almost exclusively; and

^•Iways has a quantitative meter♦ Gregory Nazianzenus, similarly,
^®ee troohaio septenariue or iambic trimeter; and these poets to

gether with Methodius, the martyr, and Clement of Alexandria are

^ct writers of the rhythmic verse that has come to be known as the

^Zantine hymn.
•'M
. y I
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5. Since the second syllable is unaccented in strophe, and

this does not correspond with the majority of verses, the chances
// ^

are somewhe.t against oi being the hirmus.

6. e.g. strophe-the first six lines in the text are:

O'u-jc arnlu)s SCyjuu
tskvov' £,u<t TrXcKy^s/oi/

QUK ya^ou^oJ

TOV -^O^Y^yoV TOU Y(^\(AKTZ)^
1\;cv c /'Of/iA ujTtY TVJV diravTu/v^

cTacru^inu)

7. The notes give as the only indication of source:

"'Ev Ttjj Ty>\iyJ'iiu TTcA-peA £i< -tvutvu
jj^ovov^ fryyooLy^tO \/ KOlt ^ cL (TTpoC^y .

8. See Ghrist: Proleg., p. C«

9. Line twenty is not included sinoe it is the last line before

the refrain and necessarily gets a pause.

10. In these long lines an accent of third importance is indicated

by (').

Vt^
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18. See Zrumbacher: Gesch. d. Eyz. Litt., p. 553.
7

19. It will be noticed in the SSIJSE PAUSE TABLES that even the

major pauses are rarely observed without exception.

20. Christ: proleg., p. Oil

21. KovroCK \c\ KcKi ll^WVgS: notes to Christmas Hi^Tnn, p. 102:

Ai TT^oQ" Lurrorr oLcaL ^-ptx irciLitCXcA pr^TOpi^cot
o')^rfjuuaTa j 0 JjoayoucxTiKos J"/ocAoy^os ^to
... r? -vt ,s., ^

c. ^ /*yopy^ov TO'S ^uBjj^ou /tac r] rr/loucrtov. i<c^b
IKolGoi^^ YAaJT^a TOO TTocv^^aTos cTe-i^VU
Ou<r\\r OTL cT/Kacujs o TTOirjr^^ sttu/vo-
p^acrSyj Ifxv^oi^os T'fjs ;^p/crrioiV<KK^s
K<^^o}.ou TTO lYicreuJs/'

/

22. Preface to Anthologia , p. Ill: "nem patet"

ft H' 23. Christ: Proleg., p. LXXXVIII.

24. Ibid., p. LXXIII

25. Uo mention has been made of rhyme; s.nd it is not a majdr

consideration in the discussion of church poetry — that is,

in the sense in which we think of rhyme in English poetry

or poetry with equal lines. V/hen used by the Byzantines,

it is, s.s Erumbacher points out f'oresch. d. ..Byz» Bitt., p.

539), rp.ther a device for binding long and short lines.

Assonance is the real characteristic tj?»it. There are many

examples in Homanos and his contemporaries of assonance and

rhyme:

"Judas" . 1-6





tV'*<11'l'i »• pppiPi

30* Carin. .Anth,. p. 52ff.

31, Christ: Proleg., p. LIII.
/ /

32. Krumba.cher: Cesch. d, Byz. Litt« , p. 311.

33. Bouvy: Etude sur lee origines. p« 367.

34, Krumhacher; Cesch. d. Byz. Litt.. p. 317
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